
I OUR READERS: 

;h this issue we are introducing a section titled From Our Past. The sec
~ will include, initially at least, selections from Edna Downin g's history 
VICTE (published in 1984 and available from our Executive Secretary, 
Jean Dummer, College of St. Catherine, 2004 Randolph Ave., St. Paul, 
i 55105 ). In coming issues we hope to publish reflections, recollections 
j memories by those who have had extensive history with the organiza
n. We are compiling a list of individuals who have been long time MCTE 
imbers, and will ask them to submit material. 

rther we have changed the text type to Barcelona, 10 on 11. The type 
,lightly larger than that of previous issues, and there is more white space 
tween lines and paragraphs. We hope thejournal will be easier to read. 
3 welcome your comments. 
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.uMAI{ING SENSE" 
OF TEACHING LITERATURE 

by 
John Banschbach 

Two years ago, at a college with a large continuing education program, 
I taught an introductory literature course for adults pursuing degrees in 
business. The literature course was part of the liberal arts requirements 
for their degrees, and our first meeting was fraught with apprehension. 
These students were apprehensive in part because they doubted their abili
ty to succeed in the liberal arts, even in an introductory course. Each of 
them had several years of experience in their careers, and their postsecon
dary education had consisted only of technical and professional courses. 
But they were also apprehensive because this was a literature course. 
While a few of these students were interested in literature, in fact proved 
to have an appetite for it, most of them saw literature as esoteric and ir
relevant, and they did not want to be there. 

The attitude towards literature with which these students began the course 
necessarily resulted from previous courses in literature; it was in fact much 
of what we taught them when we taught literature. I remember too vivid
ly using, for our first discussion of poetry, Shakespeare's sonnet 73, "That 
time of year thou mayst in me behold." My purpose was to show the use 
of rhyme to organize ideas, and more generally to show poets' concern 
with form . But I did not first talk with the students about their attitudes 
towards poetry, nor did I in any other way make them ready for the poem, 
and so I succeeded only in demonstrating that poets' concerns were not 
concerns of theirs, and in affirming their conviction that the rewards of 
reading poetry did not repay the effort. 

I remember also repeating throughout the course that literature "makes 
sense," that in reading and writing about literature they were to "make 
sense" ofit. This was my advice oflast resort, offered when more specific 
advice did not seem to help. However, as pedagogical advice, "make 
sense" is on the order of "work harder" and "do better," and did not lead 
to more informed essays or discussion, even though these students were 
quite capable of "making sense" in their professional lives. 

As the course went on, their apprehension waned. They read mostly short 
stories, they enjoyed some of the stories, they were getting passing grades. 
But many of them were never finally "introduced" to literature, never ex
perienced the essential utility ofliterature, never understood that literature 
could be as useful to them as accounting. They left the course having 
leaped another hurdle between them and their degrees. I left the course 
determined to make sense of my own teaching of literature, or at least 
the meaning of my own advice. 



n my efforts to define "making sense," my reading proved to be even more 
·andom than usual, but I arrived finally at cognitive psychology, a field 
111ith which I was unfamiliar. I found two books in particular useful and 
1ccessible. In Comprehension and Leaming, Frank Smith uses the term 
'cognitive structure" for the way people understand the data of experience. 
~ognitive structure consists of categories, rules for sorting data into 
;ategories, and relationships between categories (13-14). Among the 
nany possible relationships between categories, Smith describes those 
;hat link categories in terms of hierarchy (a trout is a fish), property (a 
;anary is yellow), and operations ( a cat drinks milk) ( 1 7-23 ). Making sense 
;hen is relating new experience to prior experience, that is, we sort ex
)erience into categories, and, to accommodate new experience, we create 
1ew categories and establish new relationships among them (10). 

fhis statement of theory is too general to tell us much about teaching 
iterature. What I find helpful, however, is Smith's emphasis on relation-
3hips between categories, they are "the core of the entire cognitive system" 
) 7), and they become increasingly complex as people mature. Theim
portance of cognitive relationships provides us a perspective on teaching 
literature. It suggests that a value of the study of literature is that it pro
vides us ways to organize experience. 

Metaphor and narrative, for example, prove to be fundamental cognitive 
relationships, ways of organizing the data of everyday life and so creating 
meaning. In Metaphors We Live By, George Lakoffand Mark Johnson argue 
that our thinking usually has a metaphoric structure (3). Statements such 
as "I gave you that idea" and "We're out of trouble" are metaphors ( 11, 
32). And our choice of metaphor defines our experience, we understand 
love as a physical force ("His whole life revolves around her") or as an il
lness ("He's insane about her"), and ideas as plants ("He has a barren 
mind") or commodities ("His ideas are worthless") (47, 49). Hugh Mum
by has more recently made the same point about teachers, the metaphors 
teachers use in their conversation about teaching are not haphazard, but 
reveal the way they understand their work ( 3 7 8). 

While metaphor usually links pairs of categories, narrative links several. 
It is a type of structure that cognitive psychologists call a "plan," a "script," 
or a "schema", it provides a sequential pattern for data that apparently 
comes from the experience of process, from the experience of change 
through time. James Britton sees narrative to be so fundamental a 
cognitive structure that it is automatic, "We so readily construct stories 
out of our past experiences that it is difficult to perceive that anything 
has been constructed at all" ( 153). Studies of preschool age children show 4; 
that they understand narrative more easily than they do exposition or 
description (Freedle 121-23). And Jerome Bruner has recently argued 
that we understand our lives as narratives, that "in the end, we become 
the autobiographical narratives by which we 'tell about' our own lives" ( 15 ). 
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Literature then extends and refines ordinary ways of knowing. Its study 
is not esoteric and irrelevant, but fundamental. Through it we can discover 
the ways we create meaning. My example is I Henry IV, because the play 
is familiar and because it is complex. If literary works show the richness 
of fundamental cognitive structures that will be apparent in Shakespeare, 
if it is apparent anywhere. 

Metaphor is an important index to the character of Hal. In a soliloquy early 
in the play, Hal uses metaphor to explain his associating with Falstaff and 
Falstaffs companions, 

Yet herein will I imitate the sun, 
Who doth permit the base contagious clouds 
To smother up his beauty from the world, 
That, when he please again to be himself, 
Being wanted, he may be more wond'red at 
By breaking through the foul and ugly mists 
Of vapors that did seem to strangle him. 

(1.2.185-91). 

By this metaphor, Hal describes himself as essentially a11d morally dif
ferent from Falstaff and the others, he emphasizes that his associating 
with them has not erased this difference, and he implies that his break
ing off his relationship with them will be an act as natural as the sun ris
ing above a bank of clouds on the horizon. 

But his rising will not merely be separation. Hal's metaphor means that 
he sees himself as a source ( a term from Lakoff and Johnson), as someone 
who is generous, who illuminates and so changes those around him. In 
the first part of the play, Hal's generosity means paying the bills at the 
tavern. But as the play moves from the tavern to the battlefield, it is Hal 
who praises the valor ofHotspur and Prince John, who gives the defeated 
Douglas his freedom, and who transforms his tavern companions, the "foul 
and ugly mists" of Act I, into splendid soldiers, 

All furnished, all in arms, 
All plumed like estridges that with the wind 
Bated like eagles having lately bathed; 
Glittering in golden coats like images, 
As full of spirit as the month of May 
And gorgeous as the sun at midsummer . 

( 4.1.97-102) 

This praise comes from Vernon, a rebel, and suggests that Hal transforms 
even his enemies. 

The one companion not transformed is Falstaff. The most memorable of 
Hal's metaphors for Falstaff are consistent with Hal's metaphor for himself, 



>r they are "container" metaphors (also a term from Lakoffand Johnson), 
l'hou clay-brained guts," "thou whoreson obscene greasy tallow-catch," 
:hat trunk of humors, that bolting hutch of beastliness; that swollen parcel 
f dropsies, that huge bombard of sack, that stuffed cloakbag of guts, 
1at roasted Manningtree ox with the pudding in his belly" (2.4.215, 
16-17, 427-31). That is, Hal sees Falstaff as his opposite, not as a source, 
ut as a receiver, an absorbent, and the play traces the increase in 
istance between them. 

hakespeare also uses the complexity available in narrative to define Hal's 
1teraction with other characters. The play's several plots comment on 
ach other, and the juxtaposition of scenes is a means of emphasis, call-
1g our attention to elements the scenes have in common. In Hal's change 
·om idler to prince, the key moment is his reconciliation with his father. 

hakespeare prepares us for this moment twice. First, as Hotspur is about 
) join the rebel forces, Kate pleads with him to be taken into his con
dence (2.3). Second, Falstaff and Hal act out the meeting of Hal with 
tis father, and Falstaff pleads with Hal to continue their friendship when 
te becomes king (2.4). Both scenes are comic. Both scenes dramatize 
L conflict between the claims oflove and friendship, on the one hand, and 
hose of military and political honor, on the other. That is, Hotspur and 
-Ia! reject Kate and Falstaff, subordinating personal relationships to the 
:iemands of public life. 

rhe effect of these scenes is twofold. Hal's meeting with his father is sober, 
rnd the contrast to the comedy of the earlier scenes underscores this 
,cene's importance. More important is the perspective that the earlier 
,cenes give us on Hal's relationship with his father. The personal relation
;hip of father and son is subordinated to the public one of king and prince. 
fi'urthermore, the public relationship is so important that it determines 
the personal one, 

I will redeem all this on Percy's head, 
And in the close of some glorious day, 
Be bold to tell you that I am your son, 
When I will wear a garment all of blood, 
And stain my favours in a bloody mask, 
Which, washed away, shall scour my shame with it. 

(3.2.132-37) 

It is only through the public role of prince that Hal can be Henry's son. 

This discussion of I Henry IV, standing alone, is straightforward formalist 
analysis. But when students understand that literature extends fundamen
tal ways of thinking, such analysis of metaphor and narrative becomes 
the exploration of cognitive strategies that the students themselves can 
employ. Now, in my introductory literature course, before we discuss 
poetry, I distribute photographs of wilderness scenes (from a Sierra Club 
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calendar J, and I ask the students to list similarities between the 
photographs and the short story we have just discussed. To their surprise, 
they have little trouble doing this, and, while some of the similarities are 
frivolous and most repeat ideas made in discussion, a few provide fresh 
insights into the story or into the photograph. Also, early in the course, 
I have the class read autobiographical incidents written by students in 
composition courses. We examine these narratives for the ways the writers 
use point of view, setting, summary, and scene, andjuxtaposition to ex
plain lives to us and to themselves. We consider the ways that changing 
such structures changes the writers' presentations of themselves. And 
we discuss Bruner's argument that "ways of telling ... become recipes 
for structuring experience itself ... for not only guiding the life narrative 
up to the present but directing it into the future" (31). 

These brief exercises in metaphor and narrative demonstrate to students 
the ease with which they use structures and the ways in which these struc
tures define experience. In our discussions of literary works, these exer
cises provide a means of gauging the complexity of the use of metaphor 
and narrative. They also highlight for us the literary work as artifact, whose 
shaping implies alternatives that merit discussion. Robert Scholes argues 
that students in literature classes should rewrite texts as directors rewrite 
plays, deleting speeches, reconceiving characters, reordering scenes ( 7 3). 
Imagining and weighing alternatives shows us more clearly the definition 
of experience that the literary work gives us. 

I have not found that such an approach to literature necessarily results 
in better essays, but writing about literature is a very complex kind of 
writing, and so, unfortunately, there are many sources of difficulty 
available. But students have told me that, in my classes, literature 
sometimes "comes alive." I do not know exactly what that means; but 
during my previous years of teaching, students never made such a com
ment, and it means at least that they do not see literature as esoteric and 
irrelevant. 

I have not taught another course to students in continuing education, and 
so I also do not know whether this approach would persug,de that audience. 
But I hope so. The final work that we studied in that course was Arthur 
Miller's Death of a Salesman. The students unanimously and confidently 
saw the play as a history of selling, if Willy Loman had changed his sales 
strategy to keep up with changes in the market, all would have been well. 
They did not see Willy Loman as a literary character, as a conscious struc
turing of experience that invites reflective evaluation. But that is what I 
should have enabled them to do. 
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THE EXPERIENCE OF COHERENCE1 

by 
David Lieberman 

Over the years composition scholars and teachers have developed a 
number of valuable prewriting techniques that encourage students to pur
sue their writing as an open-ended discovery process and to explore 
thoughts and feelings that are personally significant. The eventual goal 
of this process, as Knoblauch and Brannon state, is "to render articulate 
and therefore intelligible, the welter of images, thoughts, and experiences 
that comprise the writer's awareness."2 They call this achievement, in a 
word, coherence. 

However,just at the point when students are taking their welter of initial 
discoveries and organizing them into an intelligible draft, frequently, it 
seems to me, we introduce instruction which dissipates both their ex
ploratory spirit and their personal connection to the writing. 

What is pivotal here is the notion of coherence we put forward as a goal 
for our students. Too often teachers abide by an underlying view that the 
way we make sense of a text, the way we come to a feeling of coherence 
in reading and writing is an outcome of the logical relationships we find 
in writing. Whether we concentrate our students' main effort in organiz
ing their writing on keeping the focus logically consistent or on attending 
to the logical pattern in the text (causes and effect, generality and ex
amples, etc.) we express the view that it is the logical interconnections 
which comprise the framework of our understanding. 

I think if we investigate the experience of coherence closely we will find 
that the emphasis on logical structure describes the phenomenon too nar
rowly, and as a philosophical basis for teaching, throws our students 
seriously off track. Logic has particular functions (see note 7) but all 
operating within a more enveloping structure of coherence. In this essay 
I hope to show that a reader's main organizing principle is not the struc
ture of logic she sees but rather the thread of what seems significant to 
the writer. This larger framework attests to the writing being not merely 
a pattern of ideas but an expression ofa person's living concerns and bonds 
in the world. 

A number of theorists have worked with the notion of coherence as a logical 
matter. Knoblauch and Brannon, for one, view writing as the forming of 
assertions which coalesce into an integrated whole through the developt 
ment of their logical connections. For them, logical relations between 
separate statements are what gives a clear meaning and focus to a text. 
Larson, another theorist of coherence, sees these logical connections as 
strategic moves a writer makes to create plausibility as she progresses 




